
52 Real Examples of 
Business Instagram 
Captions



Introduction

Growing business is complicated. With all the balance sheets, hiring processes, lead 
generation campaigns, company culture initiatives, and financial modeling, it’s easy to 
overlook one crucial aspect of a business in the age of social media: Instagram captions. 

Instagram has more than one billion monthly users, so it makes sense that businesses want 
to get a presence on the site and somehow, someway, monetize that presence. 

Once you determine how your Instagram page should be utilized, the next step is to 
develop a strategic approach to the captions used on your posts. To help inspire your 
caption creation strategy, we’ve identified 52 brands with stellar Instagram captions like 
Airbnb, Postmates, Target, and Wistia for you to learn from and see in action.
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https://www.searchenginejournal.com/instagram-1-billion-monthly-users-now-fastest-growing-social-network/258127/


Instagram Caption 
Best Practices

1. Stay Short & Sweet
Instagram is known for visuals, so the focus should be on the photo, and the words should 
serviceably compliment the photo. Longer captions could disinterest your followers, who 
may be inclined to scroll to the next visual instead of reading your message. Keep your 
captions concise and to-the-point without being overtly direct. If you feel more words are 
necessary, provide a link to more information and include “link in bio” in the caption.

2. Have Fun
Unlike Facebook and LinkedIn, where conversations and messaging tend to be more struc-
tured and formal, Instagram can be a place for you to show the witty and modern side of 
your brand. Puns and plays on words are always welcome. 

3. Remember to #Hashtag
If anything in your caption lends itself to a larger conversation, be sure to put a hashtag in 
front of it. This could be for something as general as #Startups or #Agency to something 
more specific to your company. For example, every post that goes out on @HubSpotLife – 
the Instagram page for HubSpot’s culture – contains the hashtag #HubSpotLife, 
encouraging other HubSpot employees to use the same hashtag when posting on 
Instagram about their jobs. 
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Ahrefs
@ahrefscom
Company Culture

Caption

Spot the CEO 

Why This Caption Works

This SEO software company is well-known for brining ROI to homep-
age and blog keyword optimization, but this caption shows a lighter side 
of the company. Casually encouraging followers to “spot the CEO,” it 
shows people that they are interacting with a company that values the 
contributions of all in a team setting. Plus, it’s a great use of
emojis in Instagram captions. 
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Airbnb
@airbnb
Lodging

Caption

This elegant Catskills cabin proves that cozy and chic don’t have to compete. John, 
your Superhost, graces every room with design touches that feel just as 
natural and local as the deer wandering through the yard. If you ever get enough 
of lounging in your most stylish sweats, the nearest slopes are two miles away.

Why This Caption Works

Airbnb’s captions may run a bit long, but they offer a welcoming sentiment for 
those beckoning for their next getaway. A perfect description for what awaits.
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Apartment Therapy
@apartmenttherapy
Lodging

Caption

Transport us to this kitchen and we’ll stay all day 

Why This Caption Works

All great apartment hunters have their eyes on a great kitchen. 
Apartment Therapy realizes this with a caption fitting for a naturally lit 
kitchen that will make followers sign up for the next showing. This strong 
branding makes the company synonymous with high-quality 
apartments and brings in customers who have high expectations. 
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ASOS
@asos
Fashion

Caption

Do it all for the post-run sneaker selfie 

Why This Caption Works

Aside from its great use of emojis, this caption scored points for its 
relatability. Gym rats are known for their post-workout pics and 
selfies, and this caption inspired followers to get out and do just the 
same (while sporting some nice running gear available at ASOS).
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Atlassian
@atlassian
Company Culture

Caption

How many Atlassians does it take to spell “TEAM”? 

Why This Caption Works

A play on the classic “How many ______ does it take to _______ ?”, this 
caption attempts to enumerate all the faces at Atlassian. A clear use of 
Instagram for recruiting rather than marketing, anyone thinking of a new
career would likely be excited to apply to a company that puts their 
employees in the spotlight (and in a word).
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Audi
@audi
Transportation

Caption

Strictly business class. #AudiA8

Why This Caption Works

Short and simple, this caption conveys both the luxury and the joys of 
driving an Audi. The social team at Audi made a smart move by using 
their car’s name as the hashtag, effectively encouraging other Audi 
drivers to do the same. 
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AvidXchange
@avidxchange
Company Culture

Caption

Ready to take a walk on the wild side? We’re looking for a Senior 
Manager of Customer Insights. Visit our site to learn more! #NowHiring 
#Charlotte

Why This Caption Works

“Wild side.” Dinosaurs. Need I say more? Also, note the use of both 
regional and recruiting hashtags.
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Best Buy
@bestbuy
Electronics

Caption

For your ears only. #HyperX #PCGaming #Headphones

Why This Caption Works

The beautiful shot of this gaming headset is enticing enough, but 
seeing that it’s for the follower’s ears only helps people envision 
themselves with the headphones. In addition, it’s a great play on “for 
your eyes only,” with multiple hashtags to compliment things further. 
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Biltwell
@biltwell
Transportation

Caption

No bad days on motorcycles

Why This Caption Works

Another concise yet effeftive caption. Biltwell’s followers are likely
composed of active or aspiring bikers, and pictures like this (with great 
captions) help build an association between bikes and Biltwell, putting 
their brand at the top of their followers’ minds when they’re looking to 
make their next motorcycle purchase.
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Bryant University
@bryantuniversity
Education

Caption

Hey Bulldogs! Hope you all have a fun and safe long weekend! 

Why This Caption Works

It’s not uncommon for companies to agonize over what their captions 
should be for Instagram posts about holidays or long weekends. Instead 
of waxing poetic, Bryant University encourages their “Bulldog” students 
to have a good weekend with a sincere and simple well wish, alongside 
this fall photo on campus.
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Califia Farms
@califiafarms
Food & Drink 

Caption

Your fall brew’s Better Half. 

Why This Caption Works

Better Half is a creamer made by Califia Farms, so this picture is the 
perfect plug for it. On top of that, the clever dual meaning of “better 
half” is enough to land it a spot on this list, not to mention the double 
emoji use. 
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Canva
@canva
Design

Caption

#CanvaTip: Press the ‘T’ button for a text box to magically appear 

Why This Caption Works

With this post, Canva is appealing to their dedicated users by providing 
#CanvaTips. This caption may be more of less what the picture says, but 
it reinforces Canva as a brand that wants to help their users succeed in 
design. 
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Chipotle
@chipotle
Food & Drink

Caption

More like Taco Threesday.

Why This Caption Works

The Internet loves Taco Tuesday. Chipotle encourages their followers to 
spring one taco further to make it a Threesday. This caption aligns with 
Chipotle’s relatable brand image with this pun, as well as reminding 
followers they can get three tacos for a low price at their local Chipotle.
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Disney
@disney
Entertainment

Caption

May the Force be with you this #tbt.

Why This Caption Works

Remember how Disney owns Star Wars? In case you forgot, here’s this 
#tbt picture of Harrison Ford as Han Solo in the original trilogy. #tbt’s are 
very popular on social, so harkening back to this gem is a great way to 
toast to one more day before the weekend. 
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Divinity LA Bracelets
@divinityla
Fashion

Caption

Make memories all over the world. 

Why This Caption Works

With a bag in hand (and a Divinity bracelet on the wrist of that hand), the 
person featured in this shot is ready to adventure. This post isn’t so much 
promotional, but rather a reinforcement of the Divinity brand. It portrays 
Divinity as a company that encourages risk-taking and a worry-free 
lifestyle.
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EF Educational Tours
@eftours
Travel

Caption

Holy #Toledo! What a view! #Spain

Why This Caption Works

Toledo is a city in Spain. Holy Toledo is an expression. Get it?

On top of the A+ pun game, the caption rightly calls out the beautiful 
view that tour-goers experience on an EF educational tour. 
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EverTrue
@weareevertrue
Company Culture

Caption

Today we found another perk of our office...A rooftop that offers prime 
solar eclipse viewing!

Why This Caption Works

The caption suggests this is just one of the perks one will recieve while 
working at this Boston-based advancement software company. It also 
shows prospective candidates they won’t be forced to stay hunched 
over their computers during an event like the solar eclipse.  Lastly, who 
doesn’t love rooftops?
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FedEx
@fedex
Holidays

Caption

Cruising at an altitude somewhere between jolly and merry.   
Merry #Christmas!

Why This Caption Works

It’s a holiday sentiment that doesn’t feel too forced and hints at the 
company’s dedicated operation to deliver packages around the world. 
Bonus points for the hashtag and emoji use. 
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Gatorade
@gatorade
Food & Drink

Caption

Can’t wait to fuel this fire for one more year.             #OneLastDance 
@dwyanewad

Why This Caption Works

Gatorade has positioned itself as the energy source for the world’s best 
athletes, and with this caption, they express their pride to be doing just 
that for Dwayne Wade. Nice emoji use, too. 
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Glossier
@glossier
Makeup

Caption

Skin that looks like skin, even when it’s wearing makeup. @levnar and 
@kemiolukanni wear Perfecting Skin Tint and Stretch Concealer in G3

Why This Caption Works

This caption serves as an honest description of Glossier’s product 
alongside a shot of that product in action. It also calls out the models in 
the picture, increasing the chances of more comments, likes, and shares.
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H&M
@hm
Fashion

Caption

You gotta be knitting me, this outfit is too cosy! #HM #HMxME #regram

Why This Caption Works

Spoiler alert: this isn’t even close to the last pun on this list, but that’s 
because puns work on Instagram. They fit into the best practices of copy
being short and fun just as cosily as a knit H&M sweater does on a cozy 
fall day. 
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Influitive
@influitive
Events

Caption

      ADVOCAMP DAY ONE    - Keynotes and networking and bears, OH MY! 
Advocamp’s first day has been packed full of training sessions and fireside 
s’mores. Hate to put a PAWS on today, but see you on #day2 advocamp!

Why This Caption Works

Influitive highlights the first day of their annual conference, capping off 
the excitement of those who attended and showing those who didn’t 
attend what they’re missing. Maybe they’ll come next year. Also, puns.
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JetBlue
@jetblue
Travel

Caption

Leave your hiking boots at home, the view from this summit is on us. 
#WingCrushWednesday #WCW

Why This Caption Works

Who doesn’t love great views that you can fly to instead of hike to? The 
company also used a custom hashtag – #WingCrushWednesday, a 
custom play on the popular #WomanCrushWednesday hashtag.
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Krispy Kreme
@krispykreme
Food & Drink

Caption

What. A. Sight. 

Why This Caption Works

The caption harkens back to the good ol’ days of lit signs at classic 
coffee and donut shops – a nostaligic feel that helps to keep Krispy 
Kreme popular to this day. 
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LEGO
@lego
Toys

Caption

Creativity doesn’t age        #10YearChallenge

Why This Caption Works

The caption itself is inspiring, encouraging followers to never abandon 
their creativity. On top of that, the caption and the photo are a reference 
to the popular early-2019 before-and after trend, the 
#10YearChallenge. The entire post is fun, just like playing with LEGOs.
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Levi’s
@levi
Fashion

Caption

We dream in double denim.

Why This Caption Works

Gotta love alliterative captions. Levi’s claim of double denim dreams is 
a perfect caption to align with the jeans and jean jackets sported by the 
models in the shot. 
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Magnolia
@magnolia
Holidays

Caption

Thankful for all those who have fought to protect the red, white, and 
blue - today and every day. #VeteransDay

Why This Caption Works

Another example of a brand sending sincere well wishes for a holiday, 
Magnolia doesn’t feel the need to go overtly sappy or sentimental. 
Rather, they simply express pride and thanks for their country and 
troops, along with a fitting hashtag. 
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McDonald’s
@mcdonalds
Food & Drink

Caption

Do you even beef, bro             ?

Why This Caption Works

McDonald’s tips a hat to “Do You Even Lift, Bro?” as a promotion for their 
world-famous Big Mac. Finding popular internet phrases to rework for 
your brand is always a fitting approach to Instagram captions.
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Nike
@nike
Fitness

Caption

You can quit. Or you can quit complaining.

Why This Caption Works

Talk about tough love. Nike – known for encouraging people to “just do 
it” long before Shia LaBeouf – delivers this motivational sentiment, 
pushing us to literally run that extra mile. This caption is so great 
because they’re not trying to sell you their product, but instead sell you 
a lifestyle that entails using their products. Genius approach.
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NOBULL
@nobullproject
Fashion 

Caption

This is not science fiction. The Matrix Burst Trainer, for people who train 
hard and don’t believe in excuses. #IAMNOBULL #JustTheHorns

Why This Caption Works

A fitting follow up to Nike, NOBULL uses their page to promote a new 
product, referencing the 1999 sci-fi film that inspired the product’s name 
alongside two custom company hashtags. 
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OREO
@oreo
Food & Drink

Caption

Gazing at the stars is even better with a treat. Try Oreo S’mores flavored 
cookies.

Why This Caption Works

A little promotion isn’t a bad thing, especially when it’s for something as 
delicious as Oreos. The caption is absolute truth – gazing at the stars 
certainly is better with a treat, and now these are top of followers’ minds 
for their next camping trip. 
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Panera Bread
@panerabread
Food & Drink

Caption

Full hands. Full stomach. Can’t lose.

Why This Caption Works

Any Friday Night Lights fans out there? “Clear eyes, full hearts, can’t 
lose” is a quote from the beloved TV show, and Panera channeled its 
popularity into this post, calling for followers to stop by for lunch.
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Patagonia
@patagonia
Adventure

Caption

Let’s go play.

Why This Caption Works

The caption serves two purposes. First, it’s encouragement for every one 
of their followers to get off their phones to go and play, regardless of 
age. Second, it’s brand reinforcement – Patagonia aims to be 
synonynmous with outdoor adventure, and with posts like this they 
accomplish their goal.
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Pepperland Marketing
@pepperlandmarketing
Company Culture

Caption

Inbound marketer in training.

Why This Caption Works

Simply the perfect caption for an Instagram post from an inbound mar-
keting company of a baby playing with a whiteboard. 
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Pizza Hut
@pizzahut
Food & Drink

Caption

A little extra motivation to get your wrapping done. 

Why This Caption Works

“A little extra motivation to...” is a great way to start a caption when 
you’re left staring at a blank screen, especially around the holidays. 
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Play-Doh
@playdoh
Toys

Caption

We hope you had as much fun celebrating #WorldPlayDohDay as we 
did!

Why This Caption Works

Play-Doh is all about having fun, so including the word fun in the caption 
is totally fitting. Also, using the hashtag to promote #WorldPlayDohDay 
is a great use of Instagram caption real estate. 
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Podium
@podium.hq
Company Culture

Caption

      Welcome to the team! Evan, Natalie, Drake, and Rob are getting in 
touch with a little #Podium history as they get ready to make some of 
their own. #AlwaysAboveTheBikeShop

Why This Caption Works

Podium calls out their new hires by name, which makes these four 
people probably feel more than welcome, and shows job seekers how 
much employees are valued at the company.
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Postmates
@postmates
Food & Drink

Caption

couch potatoes welcome

Why This Caption Works

The caption inspires people to get on their couches and order from 
Postmates, but the other reason this caption is included on this list is 
because of its styling. Lower case, no punctuation – it looks like a regular 
comment, giving a natural and unique feel to the caption.
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Reflektive
@reflektive
Software

Caption

Annual reviews without Reflektive can often feel like this.

Why This Caption Works

A good bit of humor lend itself well to this post, featuring a man walking 
into a dark vortex for his performance review. Humor is always a 
welcomed way to promote a product on Instagram, particularly when it’s 
a software or B2B product. It helps break down the purpose of the 
service and make the brand seem approachable and more human.
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Shake Shack
@shakeshack
Food & Drink

Caption

Variety is the spice of life.        #shakeshack

Why This Caption Works

Shack Shack’s caption showcases the wide variety of their menu known 
primarily for its burgers. The words might come across as cliche, but it 
could be argued that those captions work best on Instagram, particularly 
alongside emojis and hashtags. 
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Sharpie
@sharpie
Office Supplies

Caption

Whether it’s a step, a journey, or a destination, leave your mark wherever 
you go. #MakeYourMark #MarkoftheMonth

Why This Caption Works

The idea of branding Sharpie alongside terms like “leave your mark” 
and “make your mark” just makes sense for a permanant marker 
manufacturer. 
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Spotify
@spotify
Entertainment

Caption

New #SpotifySingles from #ChristineAndTheQueens just arrived, 
including a cover of the #Sade classic No Ordinary Love 

Why This Caption Works

This caption jumps right into it, without a preface like “We’re so excited 
to announce the new...” And with just the right amount of hashtags and 
emojis, this caption takes what could have been a monster of caption 
and makes it awesome. 
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Staples
@staples
Office Supplies

Caption

Today, a doodle. Tomorrow? The Louvre. Get everything your future 
artist needs.

Why This Caption Works

The office and back-to-school supplies store has an inspirational caption 
for the kids who hate having only one month left of summer. Their take 
on the well-known “Today? ______. Tomorrow? ________” phrase keeps 
the caption identifiable and easy to relate to. 
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Starbucks
@starbucks
Food & Drink

Caption

Raise your hand if you love fall. #PumpkinSpiceLatte

Why This Caption Works

Autumn in America is incomplete without thousands upon thousands of 
Instagram posts about Starbucks’ pumpkin spice lattes. Starbucks owns 
this, mentality knowing full well their brand goes hand-in-hand with fall 
in many corners of the world. 
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Target
@target
Retail

Caption

See ya summer, hello #fall!              #HearthAndHand

Why This Caption Works

Again, why complicate things when you can keep them simple? This 
post and its caption show excitement for the upcoming fall season, while 
simulataneously reminding followers that Target is a place for all your 
go-to fall essentials. 
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Tentsile
@tentsile
Adventure

Caption

Worry less hang out more       #tentsile #treetent #playcampexplore
 
Why This Caption Works

The company behind this inventive tree tent captions this post with a 
simple life lesson that cleverly doubles as a wayt to promote their 
product in a flawless “I see what you did there” way.
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Tesla
@teslamotors
Transportation

Caption

Model X has landed in Australia

Why This Caption Works

Tesla is making an name for itself around the world, and the caption for 
this post of a futuristic-looking car expands on that promise. It’s an even 
cooler caption when you realize a Tesla car was in space less than two 
years after this was posted. 
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UPS
@ups
Shipping

Caption

When it’s a winter wonderland during our delivery route.
#NewYorkCity #UPSAroundTheWorld 

Why This Caption Works

The caption manages to both acknowledge the beauty of a winter 
snowfall while pointing out their team is working hard to deliver in the 
circumstances. It’s a good way of both showing brand and how hard the 
UPS team works to keep things running smoothly. 
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Urban Outfitters
@urbanoutfitters
Fashion

Caption

Because nobody ever had “too many” graphic tees. #UOonYou
 
Why This Caption Works

Selling countless graphic tees every day, Urban Outfitters used this  
opportunity to reassure followers that there’s no such thing as owning 
too many – thus encouraging people to come back again and again. 
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Vidyard
@teamvidyard
Events

Caption

At #INBOUND18? Come say hi to the team. We’re in the exhibit hall at 
booth M3.

Why This Caption Works

It can be confusing to come up with an approach to promote your 
presence at a popular event or trade show. If you’re ever stuck on what 
to say, follow Vidyard’s example. Don’t forget to hashtag the event name 
and share your location, just like Vidyard did.
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WeWork
@wework
Company Culture

Caption

When your office feels like home.      Loving our new location in Korea: 
WeWork at Samseong Station II.      #wework #weworkkorea

Why This Caption Works

The caption serves as a reminder that WeWork spaces are comfortable 
and professional, so managers of remote employees can feel confident 
about the idea of remote work. Also, nice double emoji and double 
hashtag use, guys!
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Wistia
@wistia
Video

Caption

*tap, tap* Is this thing on? *clears throat* 1 week until “One, Ten, One 
Hundred” drops!!        Trailer link in bio.  
 
Why This Caption Works

The asterisked onomatopoeias catch the eye, while the rest of the 
caption aims to boost excitement for a new video release from Wistia. 
The “link in bio” tactic should be used sparingly in your caption strategy, 
but when it’s to a long-form video or article, it’s totally acceptable.  
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